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Abstract

Using the global and coupled ICON-Sapphire model with a grid spacing of \SI{5}{\kilo\meter}, we describe seasonal and

diurnal features of the tropical rainbelt and assess the limits of ICON-Sapphire in representing tropical precipitation. Aside

from the meridional migration, the tropical rainbelt exhibits a seasonal enlargement and a zonal migration. Surprisingly, ICON-

Sapphire reproduces these characteristics with better performance over land than over ocean and with a very high degree of

agreement to observations. ICON-Sapphire especially struggles in capturing the seasonal features of the tropical rainbelt over

the oceans of the Eastern Hemisphere, an issue associated with a cold SST bias at the equator. ICON-Sapphire also shows that

a perfect representation of the diurnal cycle of precipitation over land is not a requirement to capture the seasonal features of

the rainbelt over land, while over the ocean, 5km is sufficient to adequately represent the diurnal cycle of precipitation.
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Key Points:6

• ICON in a global and coupled configuration at km-scale (ICON-S) simulates the7

characteristics of the diurnal cycle in the tropics.8

• In one year of simulation, ICON-S reproduces the seasonal features of the trop-9

ical rainbelt over land with high agreement with observations.10

• Biases in sea surface temperature explains the struggles of ICON-S in simulating11

the oceanic rainbelt of the Eastern Hemisphere.12
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Abstract13

Using the global and coupled ICON-Sapphire model with a grid spacing of 5 km, we de-14

scribe seasonal and diurnal features of the tropical rainbelt and assess the limits of ICON-15

Sapphire in representing tropical precipitation. Aside from the meridional migration, the16

tropical rainbelt exhibits a seasonal enlargement and a zonal migration. Surprisingly, ICON-17

Sapphire reproduces these characteristics with better performance over land than over18

ocean and with a very high degree of agreement to observations. ICON-Sapphire espe-19

cially struggles in capturing the seasonal features of the tropical rainbelt over the oceans20

of the Eastern Hemisphere, an issue associated with a cold SST bias at the equator. ICON-21

Sapphire also shows that a perfect representation of the diurnal cycle of precipitation22

over land is not a requirement to capture the seasonal features of the rainbelt over land,23

while over the ocean, 5km is sufficient to adequately represent the diurnal cycle of pre-24

cipitation.25

Plain Language Summary26

The success of storm resolving models (SRMs) by reproducing synoptic weather27

conditions motivated the scientific climate community to use them for climate studies.28

By explicitly solving the 3-D wind field, SRMs can capture the interaction of kilometer-29

scale processes with the large-scale flow, improving the representation of tropical pre-30

cipitation compared to coarse-resolution models using convective parameterization. Trop-31

ical precipitation plays an important role in the vertical transport of energy, a key pa-32

rameter in the understanding of future changes in the Earth’s climate under the current33

global warming. By using ICON in a global and coupled configuration at 5km of reso-34

lution, we show that seasonal and diurnal features of the tropical rainbelt can be repro-35

duced as the meridional and zonal migration and the diurnal cycle of precipitation. Fur-36

thermore, we identify seasonal changes in the structure of the rainbelt over the land, which37

is associated with monsoon seasons and that ICON can capture. The enlargement is also38

observed over the ocean. While ICON presents a double ITCZ bias in the Indo-Pacific39

region, our results open the possibility of using ICON to analyze the duration of mon-40

soon seasons, along with the zonal migration and the enlargement of the rainbelt over41

the ocean.42

1 Introduction43

Storm-resolving models (SRMs) distinguish themselves from traditional climate mod-44

els through their explicit representation of fluid dynamical processes on the scale of a45

few, to a few tens, of kilometers. Motions on these scales, referred to as the meso-beta46

scale, shape the dynamics of convective precipitation – one of the climate system’s most47

important processes. Decades of experience with regional models designed to simulate48

processes on these scales (Baldauf et al., 2011; Done et al., 2004; Grell et al., 2000; Ho-49

henegger et al., 2008; Prein et al., 2013), suggest that the emerging capability to also ex-50

plicitly represent such processes on global domains (Dirmeyer et al., 2012; Miura, Satoh,51

Nasuno, et al., 2007; Miura, Satoh, Tomita, et al., 2007; Satoh et al., 2017; Stevens et52

al., 2020) will lead to more physical and more useful simulations of the Earth-system as53

a whole (Slingo et al., 2022).54

The advantages of explicitly representing, rather than parameterizing, convection55

are manifold, uncontroversial and amply documented (Marsham et al., 2013; Satoh et56

al., 2019; Schär et al., 2020), justifying the excitement of using global SRMs (GSRMs)57

to represent the climate system. However, maximizing the potential of GSRMs will re-58

quire effort. Some important climate processes remain unresolved at the kilometer scale,59

notably cloud mixing and cloud microphysical processes that structure non-precipitating60

convection (Mellado et al., 2018; Stevens et al., 1999). Moreover, in efforts to anticipate61

the insights that will be enabled by GSRMs, it is tempting to compromise resolution for62
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throughput, with consequences for simulation fidelity. For instance, in our group most63

of our efforts have focused on a grid-scale of 5 km, often considered marginal to repre-64

sent many convective scale processes. While the impact of such trade-offs has been demon-65

strated for case studies of isolated systems (Marsham et al., 2013; Pearson et al., 2014;66

Prein et al., 2013), their effects globally are far from clear. Beyond the question of trade-67

offs, a more fundamental question is how an improved representation of meso-beta scale68

processes influences air-sea coupling. This question, unlike over land, has been much less69

studied. Particularly in the tropics, where subtle changes in SST and small shifts in the70

wind can strongly influence convection.71

These issues motivate the present study, which analyzes the behavior of the cou-72

pled system when allowing for an explicit, albeit coarse, representation of meso-beta scale73

processes for an entire annual cycle. The simulations are performed using the ICON model74

with a grid spacing of 5 km across all components (Hohenegger et al., 2022). These are,75

to our knowledge, the first simulations of their kind. This also means that the model sys-76

tem is still in an early stage of its development, leading to a greater potential for errors77

and imbalances. From this perspective, identifying what the simulations represent poorly78

helps target efforts to find implementation errors and to understand to what extent er-79

rors generalize. Together with an identification of what the simulations get right, even80

at their more marginal resolution, this allows a better assessment of the trade offs be-81

tween resolution and throughput.82

Specifically we investigate which aspects of the diurnal and, for the first time, the83

seasonal cycle of tropical precipitation are (or are not) reproduced by a 5 km mesh cou-84

pled GSRM. This focus was chosen because such cycles represent the leading mode of85

forced variability, and as such the dominant signal of the climatic response to forcing,86

of those processes that SRMs are expected to get right. Our analysis of the seasonal cy-87

cle goes beyond a simple bias analysis, to additionally describe the seasonal evolution88

of the tropical rainbelt using an object based analysis. This allows to explore the sen-89

sitivity of the annual cycle of tropical precipitation to developing SST biases (irrespec-90

tive of their source) as these are expected to couple to planetary scale energy transports91

(Adam et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2014) to which the convection may be sensitive. Our92

analysis of the diurnal cycle of precipitation serves as a reference point for the represen-93

tation of small-scale processes, and allows to address the impact of the representation94

of this variability on the seasonal features of tropical rainbelts.95

2 Methods96

2.1 ICON-Sapphire97

We analyze simulations from a new ICON configuration, called Sapphire (Hohenegger98

et al., 2022), or ICON-S. ICON-S targets the representation of kilometer-scale processes99

across all components of the Earth system. We analyze the G AO 5km simulation de-100

scribed by Hohenegger et al. (2022), which employs a grid spacing of 5 km and 90 ver-101

tical levels in the atmosphere, 128 levels in the ocean and five in the land. The simula-102

tion is started using the IFS analysis from January 20, 2020, and is run until February103

28, 2021.104

To compare the model with observation, precipitation in ICON-S is interpolated105

to a regular grid of 0.1°x 0.1°. To allow a spin-up of the smaller scales of motion, the first106

11 days of the simulation are discarded. To analyze the seasonal cycle, monthly means107

are calculated from February 2020 to January 2021, and for the diurnal cycle analysis,108

hourly precipitation for February 2020 is used because the mechanisms related to this109

variability are the same throughout the year in the tropics.110
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2.2 GPM data111

We use the IMERG V06 data set from January 2001 to January 2021 (Huffman112

et al., 2019) for comparison to the ICON-S simulations. The IMERG data set is down-113

loaded from the Integrated Climate Data Center website (https://www.cen.uni-hamburg114

.de/en/icdc/data/atmosphere/imerg-precipitation-amount.html). The climatol-115

ogy of IMERG is computed from monthly mean data for the period between January116

2001 to January 2021. The diurnal precipitation cycle from IMERG is analyzed for the117

same period (February 2020) as for ICON-S, using hourly data.118

2.3 SAL method119

To quantify and compare the seasonal evolution of the simulated tropical rainbelt120

with that inferred from observations, we make use of the SAL method (Wernli et al., 2008).121

The SAL method segments continuous grid cells where the value of precipitation is greater122

than a threshold. The resulting objects are then quantified in terms of their (S)structure,123

(A)amplitude, and (L)location. Precipitation objects are calculated for different regions124

within the tropics (30°S-30°N), making a distinction between ocean and land. The trop-125

ical rainbelt is defined as the precipitation object holding the largest area in each region.126

We are aware that by using this methodology, we can not properly characterize the finest127

structure of the tropical rainbelt, but as our objective is to analyze the seasonal changes128

and not the intraseasonal or day-to-day variations, we consider this approach valid. More-129

over, the SAL method has proven useful in several past studies to analyze the Intertrop-130

ical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and monsoon regions (Hohenegger & Stevens, 2013; Siongco131

et al., 2015, 2017).132

3 Tropical precipitation133

3.1 The annual mean structure134

Figure 1a shows that ICON-S can represent the annual mean structure of tropi-135

cal precipitation. In particular the location of convective regions, enclosed by the quan-136

tile 80 (q80), in ICON-S is similar than in the climatology of IMERG, most notably in137

the regions between the central Pacific and western Africa. Discrepancies are largest in138

the vicinity of the maritime continent. This is evident when calculating the percentage139

of grid cells in ICON-S inside the q80 contour that matches IMERG, being higher in the140

Western Hemisphere (180◦ W-0◦ E), with values around 73%, than in the Eastern hemi-141

sphere (47%).142

There are three biases that stand out, the double precipitation band in the Indo-143

Pacific region, the more zonally elongated Southern Pacific Convergence Zone, and the144

signature of a double ITCZ on the eastern Pacific. Moreover, a calculation of the index145

used by Samanta et al. (2019) to quantify the double ITCZ in the central Pacific gives146

a value of six (6). This is a similar value compared to CMIP5 and CMIP6 models, but147

three times more than in observational data sets (Fiedler et al., 2020). Because individ-148

ual years in IMERG do not sample the extreme values found in this analysis, we inter-149

pret these features as biases in ICON-S. If such biases prove to be recalcitrant in SRMs,150

it suggests that their origin lies less in the representation of convection and more in how151

convection couples to subgrid-scale processes including those within the ocean.152

The mean tropical precipitation in ICON-S is 3.7mmd−1, 0.3mmd−1 larger than153

for IMERG (Figure S1). Part of this might be due to satellite observations underesti-154

mating precipitation (Pfeifroth et al., 2013; Lu & Yong, 2018; Bulovic et al., 2020), but155

the ICON dynamics also leaks energy (Gassmann, 2013) in ways that cause the atmo-156

sphere to cool more than would be expected based on its radiative cooling, which would157

otherwise constrain the rate of precipitation. The bias is higher over the land (0.5mmd−1)158
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than over the ocean (0.2mmd−1). ICON-S can reproduce the partitioning of precipi-159

tation between land and ocean, which is close to one as documented by Hohenegger and160

Stevens (2022) using other observational datasets, a feature that models using param-161

eterized convection are not able to capture (Hohenegger & Stevens, 2022).162

3.2 Summer-winter amplitude and diurnal cycle163

ICON-S also reproduces the pattern of the seasonal difference in precipitation be-164

tween the austral and boreal summer observed in the climatology of IMERG (Figure 1b).165

Among the characteristics that ICON-S reproduces are the seasonal location of convec-166

tive regions (marked by the value of ± 3mmd−1), the poleward extension of the con-167

vective regions over land and the Indo-Pacific warm pool in their respective summer sea-168

son, and a wider convective region in the Northern than in the Southern Hemisphere over169

the eastern Pacific and the Atlantic. However, ICON-S simulates anomalous precipita-170

tion in the austral summer compared to the boreal summer over the equatorial Indian171

Ocean, even in the presence of a dry bias.172

Tropical precipitation is also characterized by its specific diurnal cycle. Figure 1173

c,d shows the mean diurnal cycle of precipitation in each grid cell averaged over the ocean174

and land, respectively. As in IMERG, ICON-S presents a peak in the early morning over175

the ocean. Over the land, ICON-S and IMERG show the expected late-afternoon strong176

diurnal peak, but differences exist. ICON-S shows a diurnal cycle with a precipitation177

peak of ∼0.37mmh−1 occurring between 13LT to 15LT, twice more intense and two hours178

earlier than in IMERG. These types of discrepancies were not apparent in analyses of179

uncoupled ICON simulations using 0.6 km to 2.5 km grids over regional domains (Stevens180

et al., 2020). This suggests that either the yet coarser 5 km grid, or differences in the rep-181

resentation of non-convective processes may distort the development of the boundary layer182

over land, with consequences for the diurnal cycle as discussed by Petch et al. (2002).183

Another possibility is the remote effects of coupling to the ocean. However, the exper-184

iment presented in §6 leads us to rule out this possibility.185

4 The ocean rainbelt186

Using monthly mean precipitation from ICON-S and the monthly mean climatol-187

ogy of IMERG, we define a rainbelt by computing for each month the 80% quantile of188

precipitation over the entire tropical ocean. After masking gridcells that fall below this189

value, we divide the tropical ocean in five regions, the tropical Atlantic, the eastern, cen-190

tral and southern Pacific and the Indian Ocean. In each region, we segment the remain-191

ing data and apply the SAL method to isolate the precipitation object with the max-192

imum area. Only objects spanning a minimum area of 250 000 km2 (roughly 5◦ × 5◦)193

are retained and these are identified as the rainbelt of the respective ocean region. These194

form the basis for our further analysis of their structure (area) and location (centroid).195

Figure 2 shows the seasonal movement and the change in the area of the rainbelt196

over the analyzed ocean regions. The agreement in the seasonal change of the location197

and the area of the rainbelt between ICON-S and IMERG is quantified by the correla-198

tion of the latitude (meridional migration), longitude (zonal migration) and area. In the199

five regions, the rainbelt possesses both a meridional and zonal migration, which ICON-200

S can reproduce, but with less agreement in the zonal movement. The correlation be-201

tween ICON-S and IMERG are larger than 0.65 in in all regions regarding the merid-202

ional migration, while only the eastern Pacific and the Atlantic show correlation coef-203

ficients higher than 0.5 in the zonal migration. In details, ICON-S reproduces an oppo-204

site seasonal change in the zonal migration and a more poleward migration in the cen-205

tral Pacific. In the southern Pacific, ICON-S shows seven months in advance the most206

westward location of the rainbelt. And there is an anomalous eastward migration of the207

rainbelt in the Indian Ocean.208
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IMERG also indicates changes in the rainbelt extension in different ways across the209

different regions. The maximum area of the rainbelts in the Pacific coincides with their210

most poleward location, occurring in their respective summer seasons. The Atlantic has211

a different dynamic, with the maximum area occurring in the April-May season. All the212

above characteristics are reproduced by ICON-S with correlation coefficients higher than213

0.71, with the Atlantic holding the highest correlation (r=0.84). In contrast, the low cor-214

relation value in the Indian Ocean is explained by the strongly seasonal areal change in215

the rainbelt simulated by ICON-S and not observed in IMERG. This is related to the216

splitting of the rainbelt displayed in Figure 1a.217

In general ICON-S correctly represents a substantial component of the seasonal char-218

acteristic of the rainbelts, something models with parameterized convection struggle to219

do (Siongco et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2003). Nevertheless, ICON-S also has substantial pre-220

cipitation biases in the Eastern Hemisphere. In this region the distorted representation221

of precipitation may be associated with substantial SST biases, the origin of which re-222

main unclear. ICON-S simulates a cold-tongue that is both more pronounced and with223

a greater westward extension than in observations (Figure S2). Likewise the off equa-224

torial SST are too warm in this region. To what extent this SST bias pattern impacts225

the representation of tropical precipitation is discussed further in §6.226

5 The rainbelt over land227

To analyze the rainbelt over tropical land, we use the same methodology as for the228

tropical ocean. We apply this analysis in four regions, South America, Africa, India and229

Southeast Asia. Figure 3 shows the seasonal migration and structural changes of the trop-230

ical rainbelt over land. In South America, the rainbelt reaches its southernmost (north-231

ernmost) position and shows its maximum extension during the austral (boreal) sum-232

mer, the core of the monsoon (dry) season. As compared to over the ocean, ICON-S re-233

produces the seasonal behavior of the rainbelt in South America surprisingly well, with234

high correlation values in the latitude (0.98), longitude (0.93), and area (0.96).235

The rainbelt in Africa shows similar characteristics as in South America in its North-236

South migration, which is restricted to a latitude band between 15◦S and 15◦N. In Africa,237

the largest area of the rainbelt occurs toward the end of boreal summer. ICON-S cap-238

tures the meridional migration of the African rainbelt (r=0.99) but struggles in repro-239

ducing its seasonal areal changes. In particular, ICON-S does not reproduce the shrink-240

ing of the rainbelt in the May-July season, which explains the low correlation value (r=0.55)241

and the positive bias of precipitation over central Africa observed in Figure 1a. IMERG242

also identifies a pronounced east-west migration of more than 20◦. ICON-S generally re-243

produces this feature, modulo one outlier point, which explains the slightly low corre-244

lation value of 0.74.245

Over the South Asia subcontinent a large-scale (>250 000 km2) precipitation ob-246

ject is only observed from March to October for Southeast Asia and from June to Oc-247

tober for India. Besides, both regions show a southward migration from the subtropics248

to 15°N. During its southward migration, the rainbelt over Southeast Asia expands, and249

its center of activity migrates from China to Myanmar, Thailand, and Laos. ICON-S re-250

produces the characteristics of the rainbelt in Southeast Asia, with correlation values in251

the latitude, longitude, and area of 0.97, 0.99, and 0.92, respectively. Over India, the SAL252

method can only capture the rainbelt in ICON-S for three months (July-September), in-253

dicating a dry onset and demise of the rainbelt compared to IMERG. Thus, from a trop-254

ical perspective, ICON-S with a grid spacing of 5 km reproduces the different charac-255

teristics of the rainbelt over land despite distortions of the diurnal cycle of precipitation.256
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6 Changing SST pattern257

ICON-S has more difficulty in representing the structure and evolution of the trop-258

ical rainbelts over ocean than land, and this raises the question of the role of SST in ex-259

plaining these difficulties. During the model development cycle, a similar simulation as260

ICON-S was performed in which the momentum transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean261

was switched off to test the influence of the wind-driven circulations on the simulations.262

This leads to substantial changes in the pattern of SST that allowed us to gain insights263

into the impact of the SST pattern on the tropical precipitation structure. In this ex-264

periment, the equatorial region over ocean is characterized by a strong warming com-265

pared to ICON-S, and for this reason, we named this experiment ICON-S WarmEq. Be-266

cause it was used to test ocean coupling it also uses a different vertical coordinate sys-267

tem in the ocean (Z∗) together with different parameterizations (See Table S1). It also268

covers a slightly different period, between January 20, 2020, and September 20, 2020.269

Contrary to ICON-S, ICON-S WarmEq produces an SST pattern with a less pro-270

nounced equatorial cold tongue (Figure 4 and Figure S2). The impact of this SST pat-271

tern is particularly evident in the Indian Ocean, where a single band of precipitation is272

reproduced in ICON-S WarmEq (not shown) and where the rainbelt presents similar sea-273

sonal characteristic as seen in observation (r>0.6 in Figure 4). Moreover, the SST pat-274

tern in ICON-S WarmEq is related to a wet onset and demise of the Indian monsoon (Fig-275

ure S3). In the other ocean regions, correlation values between ICON-S WarmEq vs. IMERG276

and ICON-S vs. IMERG are similar (Figures 2 and 4), but the limits in the meridional277

migration changes. It is interesting that the rainbelt over the central Pacific is constrained278

in its poleward migration, when the cold bias at the equator is not simulated (Figure S2).279

This analysis points to SST biases as the explanation for the misrepresentation of the280

tropical rainbelts by ICON-S in the Eastern Hemisphere. As expected changes in SSTs281

do not impact the diurnal cycle of precipitation (Figure 1c,d). Whether the biases in the282

SSTs are caused by distortions in the convection that arise from the relatively coarse (5 km)283

resolution, or errors in the representation of other processes remains unclear, but short284

simulations at finer resolution suggest that the latter is more likely.285

7 Conclusions286

In this study, we explore the representation of the seasonal and diurnal features of287

tropical precipitation in a new configuration of ICON (ICON-S), which couples ocean,288

land and atmospheric processes on a 5 km-scale global grid. Our objective was to assess289

the capabilities of this configuration in representing the observed response of precipita-290

tion to annual and diurnal forcing.291

ICON-S reproduces the seasonal migration and areal change of the tropical rain-292

belts over land with surprising fidelity, surpassing the statistics over the ocean. Aside293

from capturing the North-South and East-West migration of the terrestrial rainbelts, their294

enlargement during the monsoon season is also represented – correlations with observa-295

tions vary between 0.55 and 0.9. The fidelity of the annual cycle is apparent despite some296

distortion in the representation of the diurnal cycle, where the convection couples too297

strongly to forcing. Although generally improved as compared to what is found with pa-298

rameterized convection, the diurnal cycle is stronger than observed, and peaks too early.299

Hence, a perfect representation of the diurnal cycle of precipitation is not a primary re-300

quirement for a correct representation of the seasonal precipitation variability over land.301

ICON-S also reproduces the seasonal characteristics of the rainbelts over ocean, but302

with less agreement in the zonal migration, especially over the Eastern Hemisphere. Ex-303

cept over the Indian ocean, the North-South migration is reproduced by ICON-S with304

correlation values higher than 0.66, and the change in area with values larger than 0.71.305

The poor representation of the rainbelt in the Indian Ocean and the anomalous north-306
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ward migration of the rainbelt in the central Pacific is shown to arise from cold SST bi-307

ases at the equator. Moreover, warming the SSTs over the equatorial Indo-Pacific region,308

to be in better agreement with the observations, increases precipitation during the on-309

set and demise of the monsoon season in the Indian continent.310

Our analysis identifies challenges and opportunities in the development of coupled311

GSRMs for climate applications. It demonstrates an ability of such models to represent312

the basic response of precipitation to diurnal forcing over ocean and land. The diurnal313

cycle over land, while too strong, and still too early neither evinces a sensitivity to the314

large-scale circulation, nor does it seem coupled to the ability of the simulations to rep-315

resent the response to annual cycle of forcing over land. The migration of the ITCZ is316

well captured over many ocean basins, particularly in the Western Hemisphere. Over the317

Indian and Western Pacific Oceans the distribution of convection is sensitive to errors318

in the SST along the equator. Whether these errors are due to the representation of con-319

vection itself, a poor representation of other processes, or simply errors reflecting the early320

stage of development of the model remains to be understood, but should guide future321

work. This points to the fact that GSRMs are not only tools for better climate projec-322

tions, but efforts to identify the causes of their remaining biases provides new opportu-323

nities to understand the Earth System.324
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Figure 1. a) Annual mean precipitation in ICON-S (January 2020 – February 2021; shaded).

The quantile 80 of the annual mean of both ICON-S (black contour) and the climatology

of IMERG (2001-2020; gray contour) are shown. b) January–February 2021 minus August–

September 2020 precipitation in ICON-S (shaded). In IMERG, the climatology of both seasons

is used and only the contour lines of 3mmd−1 (magenta) and −3mmd−1 (blue) are plotted. In

a,b), the values of the contours are indicated in the colorbar. c,d) Clock diagram of the diurnal

cycle of precipitation over the tropical ocean and the tropical land, respectively, for February

2020. The angles represent the local hour and the radius the intensity. IMERG, ICON-S, and

ICON-S WarmEq are represented by a black, blue, and green line, respectively.
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Figure 2. Monthly mean location of the centroid of the rainbelt over the tropical ocean calcu-

lated by using the SAL method from ICON-S (circles and solid lines) and IMERG (squares and

dashed lines). Marker colors indicate the month and for a better visualization, colors are grouped

by two months. Marker size represents the ratio between the area of the rainbelt in each month

compared to the annual mean. a) the eastern Pacific (0◦N-20◦N;150◦W-80◦W), the central Pa-

cific (0◦N-20◦N;160◦E-150◦W), the Southern Pacific (20◦S-0◦N;160◦E-150◦W), b) the Atlantic

Ocean (60◦W-10◦E;10◦S-20◦N), c) the Indian Ocean (50◦E-105◦E;30◦S-30◦N). The correlation

values between ICON-S and IMERG for the longitude and latitude of the centroid and its area

are shown in the upper part of each subplot.
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Figure 3. Similar to Fig. 2, but only over the tropical land. a) South America (82◦W-

30◦W;30◦S-13◦N), b) Africa (20◦W-45◦E;30◦S-25◦N), and c) India (70◦E-90◦E;10◦N-30◦N)

and Southeast Asia (90◦E-120◦E;10◦N-30◦N).
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Figure 4. a-c) Similar to Fig. 2, but using ICON-S WarmEq and ICON-S and between

February 1 to September 22, 2020. The sea surface temperature (SST) difference between ICON-

S WarmEq and ICON-S is shown. Positive (negative) values are plotted in solid (dashed) con-

tours and the contour line of 0 K is omitted. SST is interpolated to a resolution of 0.25◦. The

correlation values in the upper part of each panel are calculated between IMERG and ICON-

S WarmEq.
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The ICON-S simulation were done with the ICON branch nextgems cycle1 dpp0066326

as commit 62dbfc. And the ICON-S WarmEq were done with the ICON branch nextgems cycle1 zstar327

as commit 32adb2, 83f3dc, c17dcc. The source code is available here https://doi.org/328

10.17617/3.1XTSR6. The ICON model is available to individuals under licenses (https://329

mpimet.mpg.de/en/science/modeling-with-icon/code-availability). The IMERG330

data was obtained from https://www.cen.uni-hamburg.de/en/icdc/data/atmosphere/331

imerg-precipitation-amount.html and the HadISST data from https://www.cen.uni332

-hamburg.de/en/icdc/data/ocean/hadisst1.html. The scripts used to process the333

data and to plot the figures in the paper can be found in the git repository: https://334

gitlab.gwdg.de/hans.segura/tropical precipitation.git335
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Figure S1

Figure S1. To the left of the vertical red line: box plot of the annual mean values of

precipitation in the tropics (Tropics), tropical ocean (Ocean), and tropical land (Land) using

IMERG from January 2001 to December 2020. The annual mean of precipitation in ICON-S and

IMERG in 2020 (IMERG-2020) is plotted as a blue and black circle, respectively, to the right of

each box. For ICON-S and IMERG-2020, the annual mean value is calculated using data from

February 2020 to January 2021. To the right of the vertical red line: box plot of the annual

mean precipitation ratio between land and ocean in the tropics (Land/Ocean) in IMERG. The

ratio is calculated for each year between January 2001 to December 2020. The ratio in ICON-S

and IMERG-2020 is shown as a blue and black circle, respectively, to the right of the box. The

ratio in ICON-S and IMERG-2020 is calculated using the annual mean precipitation between

February 2020 to January 2021
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Figure S2

Figure S2. Zonal-mean sea surface temperature anomalies (SST) using ICON-S (blue line),

ICON-S WarmEq (green line) and the climatology of the HadISST data (black line, 2001-2020)

in: a) the central Pacific, b) the Atlantic and c) the Indo-Pacific. The anomalies are calculated by

subtracting the mean of each region between 30°S-30°N . In a),b), c) the zonal-mean is calculated

from June to September 2020, from March to May 2020, and from February to September 2020,

respectively, for ICON-S and ICON-S WarmEq. In both simulations SST is interpolated to a

resolution of 0.25°. For HadISST, the zonal-mean is computed using the climatology of the

months used for ICON-S.
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Figure S3

Figure S3. Location of the centroid of the rainbelt over India (70°E-90°E;10°N-30°N) and

Southeast Asia (90°E-120°E;10°N-30°N) calculated by using the SAL method and monthly mean

precipitation values from ICON-S WarmEq (circles) and IMERG (squares). Circles are con-

nected by a solid line, while squares are by a dashed line. The color of the edge of the markers

indicates the month used to calculate the centroid (from January to December) and for a better

visualization, colors are grouped by two months. The size of the markers represents the ratio be-

tween the area of the precipitation structure in each month and the annual mean area, calculated

for ICON-S WarmEq and IMERG, separately. The correlation values between the longitude and

the latitude of the centroids between ICON-S WarmEq and IMERG, as well as the correlation

between the areas of the precipitation structures, are shown in the upper part of the plot only

for Southeast Asia.
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Table S1. Ocean configuration in ICON-S and ICON-S WarmEq

Simulation Vertical coordinate First layer depth TKE coefficient Jerlov scheme Viscosity
ICON-S Z 7 meters 0.3 la Leith
ICON-S WarmEq Z* 2 meters 0.1 lb Biharmonic

a Footnote text here.
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